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Want to spice up your relationship with your partner? Than try BDSM! 60 Days of Submission gives you 60 exciting activities to do with your partner. Whether you’re brand new to BDSM or you’ve been living the lifestyle for years, this book is sure to add something special to your sex life!

Complete rubbish! It is billeted as a 60 Days "spice up your sex life" type thing but many of the "day" ideas are ongoing things that take more than a day to complete. Most of it you would be better off reading 50 Shades...and that is a deep insult from anyone remotely familiar with the D/s lifestyle.

The word is then not than. So many silly spell check errors such as adn, completely irresponsible. This list is more about sex than anything else. Asking the Sir to pick out a collar then the submissive buying it ...... REALLY !?!? A collar isn’t some little play thing. It’s obvious from this goofy list that these people have no clue what true submission is or how a Dominant/submissive relationship works. A submissive shouldn’t have to tell the Dominant that the are doing things to better themselves, the Dominant notices. Celebrate important milestones, okay but really everyday or week the things improving brings joy and that joy can be a celebration in itself. Topping from the
bottom or lazy Dominant? You be the judge.

Great, non-PC collection of activities for your favorite sub. I would have rated it higher, but the language is simpler than needed, although the tone is well done. This collection is easily worth the cost.

While the book is pretty short and its just a list of things to do. There are a few things that we incorporated into our household, but I think, with more thought and research it could have been expanded and made longer with specific exercises for a submissive to do.

Horrible. It earned an extra star because some of the ideas were cute, but in this day and age of unlimited reference material, the misuse of homophones and general butchery of grammar is inexcusable.

... But it was OK. I would have appreciated the authors taking more time to edit for errors before publishing. Most importantly, reading this will take any "50 Shades" fantasies you have running in your head and flush them straight down the toilet. This book will definitely separate the submissives from the confused wannabes.

I may have given it two stars if they had used the proper then anywhere in the book. I don't think it was edited at all. There were a few decent ideas but I wouldn't recommend spending any money on this.

This is a quick read and can be used as a starting point or a conversation starter, but not something I would follow religiously.
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